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Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) can provide both improved and new functionality with efficiency and convenience; but 

the increasing use of CPSs and their application to key infrastructure components means that failures can result in 

disruption, damage and even loss of life.  Avoiding these consequences is not a trivial problem, because a CPS which 

can readily communicate with users, remote computers, as well as other CPSs, is naturally vulnerable to network failures 

and malicious interference. Reports of such attacks, and public concern about them, have increased in recent years. 

It is essential to develop CPSs which are reliable (or trustworthy), because their functionality and timing are provably 

correct; and which are resilient, because they are designed to cope with both internal errors and external attacks. A 

resilient CPS will continue to operate normally as long as possible, and then provide functionality that reduces gracefully 

and safely if problems increase and cannot be overcome. The design of reliable and resilient CPSs (RRCPS) directly 

involves topics such as real-time control, sensor design, and security; and the use of machine learning and data mining 

to provide more sophisticated and versatile behavior. In particular, special attention needs to be paid to the application 

of Internet of Things (IoT) in building RRCPS, because the IoT is essential to realize a vision of the future CPSs where 

numerous devices are tightly connected over the Internet, allowing them to collect information about the real world in 

real time, and share it with other systems and physical devices. In fact, CPS can be considered as real-time IoT, which 

requires end-to-end real-time performance on top of conventional characteristics of IoT. 

This special issue will cover both theory and practice, with a focus that ranges from the platforms on which RRCPS can 

be built to applications of RRCPS. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following: 

Theoretical foundations for RRCPS 
• Design theories for RRCPS and the IoT • Modeling and verification of RRCPS and the IoT 

Platform support for RRCPS 
• Fault-tolerant design of RRCPS platforms and IoT infrastructure  
• Software platforms with monitoring and recovery capabilities  
• Failure detection and autonomous recovery with graceful performance degradation  
• Real-time scheduling, resource allocation, and middleware support for RRCPS  
• Virtualization to increase reliability of CPSs and the IoT 

Networked control for RRCPS 
• Reliable networks and robust end-to-end communications • Protocol design for real-time communications  
• Cyber-physical security and resilience in networked control system  
• Design, modeling, and implementation of resilient control • Detection and analysis of attacks on control systems 

Security and safety of CPS and the IoT 
• Evaluation of risks, threats, and attacks • Analysis of vulnerabilities • Attack resistance 
• Intrusion detection • Software reliability and audit 

Novel RRCPS and IoT applications 
• Architectures • Applications of artificial intelligence • Testbed implementations and case studies  
• Co-design of communication, computing and control for security and privacy 
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